
SECOND YEAR  BOTANY ANSWER KEY-  ( UN OFFCIAL) 

1. Parthenogenesis                                                      (1) 
2. Perisperm                                                              (1) 
3.  Gaseous cycle-Nutrient cycle beginning with air or atmosphere/ Hydrosphere-  

(reservoir atmosphere or hydrosphere).-   gaseous  
Sedimentary Cycle: Nutrient cycle beginning with soil or rock 
( reservoir lithosphere)-    non gaseous   - any one point above other probable point   (2)                  

4. Biomagnification                (1) 
5. The gene coding for A peptide and B peptide are separated and introduced in to two different E. coli 

bacteria and the peptide  thus extracted is combined using disulfide bond    (2) 
6. Exact copy of the parental plant produced by tissue culture is somaclone         (1) 

a) Somatic cells of two different plants are taken and the cell wall is removed using cellulase 
enzyme  

b) The naked protoplasts are grown in nutrient medium with the addition of fusogen(PEG) 
c) The cell fuses to form somatic hydrid, with the removal cellulose new cell wall is synthesized  

and it grows in to  a somatic hybrid  ( any two pints)                     (2)
   

7. Fruit developed from any other part other than ovary       (1) 

              eg. False fruit of Apple,     False fruit of  cashew nut                   (½ + ½) 

8. a)Dicliny ( Unisexuality) 
Non synchronous pollen release and stigma receptivity( Dichogamy or protrandy and protogyny) 
b)difference in orientation and stamen and stigma    (herkogamy) 
c) Heterostily – dimorphic flower 
d)Self incompatibility ( self sterility) 
e) Pollen prepotency- Preference of foreign pollengrain than its own pollen grain 
     (any two points )                                                     (2) 

9.  1. Desert , Tropical Forest ,(forest)  Grass land   
Desert(scorching Rajastan desert), Perpetuating rain soaked Meghalaya forest, Deep ocean trenches, 
Torrential streams, Permafrost Polar regions, High mountain tops, Boiling thermal springs . stincking 
compost pits   ( any two points above)                                                (1) 

10. In aquatic ecosystem the pyramid of biomass is inverted because smaller weight of producers support 
consumers of larger weight. Phytoplanktons with smaller biomass supports larger weight organisms 
like fishes.                        (2) 

11. Mutualism : (+ +) both species A and B are benefitted 
Commensalism : (+ 0) One is benefitted None is harmed 
Parasitism/ Predation : ( + -) One is benefitted other is harmed. 
Competition : (- -) Both harmed 
Amensalism : ( one is harmed other is unaffected   ( any three)         (3) 

12. CNG- Compressed Natural Gas         (1) 
1. CNG burns most efficiently- very little left unburnt 
2. cheaper than petrol and diesel 
3. can not be siphoned by thieve 
4. can not be adulterated like petrol or diesel ( any two points)               (1) 

 



13.   Biopiracy: Use of bio-resouces by multinational companies and other organizations without proper 
authorization from the countries and people concerned without compensatory payment . The 
industrially developed countries exploit the traditional knowledge and bioresources of 
underdeveloped countries for making profits       (2) 

 
14. a)  Reduction in consumption of fossil fuels such as coal and petroleum  

b) Use of bio-gas plants 
c) Use of nuclear power plants. 
 d) Increasing forest cover ( Planting trees)- reduce deforestation  
e) Use of unleaded petrol in  automobiles 
f) Installation of pollution controlling devices in automobiles (catalytic converter) and 
industries (Electro Static Precipitators, scrubbers etc) 
g) slowing down growth of human population( any two above or relevant point)      (1) 

15. A)  Motor        B)  Form braker           C) Flat bladed impeller      D) Acid/Base for PH contro l 
  (2) 

16.  a)Virus/Retrovirus/ Bacteria/ Agrobacteriaum tumefaciens/ Escheritia coli Any one       
           above  or likely organism)              (1) 

 b) Enzymes that helps for the addition of nucleotide during the synthesis of new DNA (DNA 
replication) Taq Polymerase is DNA Polymerase enzyme  used for polymerase chain  reaction 
for amplification of gene of interest                                      (1)     

17   Pistillate                        (1) 
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